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1. How to Help Clients  

Reconnect to Their Body 

After trauma, some people may lose touch with 

their body – and losing touch with the body can 

sometimes hurt their ability to protect 

themselves from future trauma. Here, Bessel 

van der Kolk, MD shares how we can help our 

clients begin to reconnect with what’s going on 

in their body. 

Dr. van der Kolk: When I work with somebody 

and they start telling their story, I'll say, "Where 

do you notice that?"  

The story is not so interesting. What's 

interesting is what is being portrayed as 

happening inside.  

Rather than saying, “Tell me more,” I say, “So 

where do you notice it in your body? And what 

comes up when you pay attention to that?”  

When people are reluctant, I'll say, "Just maybe 

put your hand over here. And what's it like to 

think about it when you put your hand over 

here? And let's see what it’s like for you to 

remember what it's like when your dad would 

get so drunk and so angry. And what happens in 

your body? What do you notice inside?" 
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People oftentimes, they'll start weeping or 

becoming very angry or upset. And I say, "Let's 

take a deep breath and notice what happens 

next and what comes up now." So we really stay 

with the internal body experience at all times

(8:11-9:36, found on pg. 6 of your Main Session 

transcript).  

 

 

2. How to Work with  

Somatic Narrative  

(the Story the Body is Telling)  

What do we do when the story a client is telling 

doesn’t match up with the story their body is 

telling? Here, Pat Ogden, PhD explains what we 

should watch for.  

Dr. Ogden: When people learn to track the 

body, they often hear a story that might add to 

the verbal narrative or it might be saying 

something opposite.  

For instance, a client might be talking about 

their childhood and what a great and wonderful 

childhood it was. But in the meantime, the body 

is tightening up and they're saying, "My parents 

are great. They were wonderful."  

You can see their bodies getting tighter and 

tighter, so you know there's a discrepancy there. 

It’s not verbal narrative, but what's the body 

telling?  
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Maybe it's saying that “I was abused,” or "I had 

to be tough," or, "They yelled at me." We don't 

know what the body is saying, but that's what 

we want to find out.  

Other times, the body corroborates the 

narrative. A sexual abuse survivor is talking 

about the abuse, and as she's talking, her body 

just starts to collapse and lose energy, and you 

know you can surmise that she probably went 

into some kind of collapse and shutdown when 

the abuse was happening. 

So we track for the way that the somatic 

narrative agrees with the story and the way that 

it's telling a different story (19:36-20:58, found 

on pg. 11-12 of your Main Session transcript).  

 

 

3. The Key Ingredient That Makes 

Body Approaches So Effective  

You’ve probably heard of patients beating 

pillows (especially back in the 1960s), but many 

times, it didn’t seem to help. Here, Pat Ogden, 

PhD shares what was missing from that 

approach, and Joan Borysenko, PhD shares one 

way to add in this key ingredient. 

Dr. Ogden:  What's missing there is mindfulness 

and awareness. In the '60s when I was learning 

to be a psychotherapist, beating pillows with 

those batakas, people would lose all awareness.  
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They would scream and beat these pillows. And 

to my way of thinking, that doesn't integrate the 

brain. A person is dissociating into just that part 

of themselves which is not integrative. They're 

playing out their subcortical impulses, but it's 

not integrated with the cortex.  

So mindfulness is very important because it 

does stimulate the frontal lobes and the cortex. 

So when this person was striking out and hitting 

out, she was reporting to me what she felt 

inside. She could access her thinking brain. It 

wasn't a dissociative, just-emotional gesture 

(28:30-29:27, found on pg. 15-16 of your Main 

Session transcript).  

Dr. Borysenko:  One way to integrate is 

definitely the narration of what’s going on in 

your body. Suddenly, not only are you noticing 

what’s in your body, but you’re reporting on it.  

One of the people who’s been doing that for 35 

years is actually not a therapist but he’s a 

teacher of something called The Diamond 

Approach. He writes under the name of A. H. 

Almaas but his actual name is A. Hameed Ali.  

Central to his system of just waking up and 

being more present is just that: to do what he 

calls a body-based inquiry.  

My husband is a longtime student of Hameed’s 

and so my husband Gordon and I will often do 

this together. We’ll sit together, do a kind of 

inner search of what’s going on in one person, in 

their body, and then report it to the other: “This 
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is what’s happening. There’s a tightness over 

here. There’s a holding over here. There’s an 

expansiveness in here.” 

In both hearing yourself and in reporting to 

another, you’re recruiting different circuits. 

Reporting out is a very, very easy thing for 

people to learn to do with a friend or with a 

spouse. You get what’s going on in the right 

brain into the left brain, and you make some 

integration like that (4:04-5:52, found on pg. 4-5 

of your Next Week transcript).   

 

 

4. The Advantage of Using Yoga 

to Stay Present in the Body  

Yoga and meditation share many similarities.  

Each brings a person back into their bodies in an 

intentional way.  But for someone who’s 

experienced trauma, these two approaches can 

feel drastically different.  Here, Bessel van der 

Kolk, MD explains one aspect of yoga that may 

make it easier to practice for people who’ve 

experienced trauma.     

Dr. van der Kolk: We got into yoga and 

eventually the first real study of yoga for PTSD 

via trying to explore how we can calm down the 

brainstem and calm down the back of the brain. 

We did discover that yoga does change heart 

rate variability and does change, basically, 

organization of the brainstem.  
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Meditation was always intriguing to me in that 

clearly meditation is very good to help you to 

come into your body and to notice what goes on 

with you, but I used to send my patients to Jon 

Kabat-Zinn's program down the street here in 

Worcester, and they would all flunk out.  

Why did they flunk out? Because for my 

traumatized people, to sit still and to notice 

things was too overwhelming.  

So if you don't have a container for your 

feelings, just sitting still can become very 

frightening because that's where the trauma 

sits. It sits inside of you, and you spend all your 

time not trying to feel. And then when you sit 

still and you don't have any distractions, it starts 

coming up. 

But I think the advantage of yoga is it doesn't 

force you to think about yourself because you're 

working too hard to reach that toe or to stay in 

that position.  

So you still activate these interoceptive 

pathways but it's more organized, and it gives 

you a safe way of getting into yourself without 

opening up Pandora's box. Although, Pandora's 

box gets opened even in the simplest yoga 

positions sometimes if you're traumatized 

enough (34:19-36:01, found on pg. 18 of your 

Main Session transcript).  
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5. How to Assess a Client’s 

Movement Vocabulary  

There’s a lot we can learn from the movements 

that a client makes . . . as well as the 

movements that might feel impossible for them 

to make. This gets us into what Pat Ogden, PhD 

calls a client’s “movement vocabulary.”  Here, 

Pat shares what to look for. 

Dr. Ogden: When they greet you, do they lean 

forward and reach out to shake your hand, or do 

they pull away and look at you askance and 

maybe reach out very tentatively to shake your 

hand? Or aggressively to shake your hand? 

When we think of movement vocabulary, Pierre 

Janet would say, "Look at movements that are 

familiar for the client and movements that are 

unfamiliar."  

So if we look at reaching, reaching out, seeking 

proximity... If your client had a decent, good-

enough attachment relationship, they're 

probably going to be able to make connection 

with you, seek proximity, reach to you for help 

and advice, etc.  

But if a client didn't, they might be skeptical. 

Their reaching out may be truncated or weak or 

aggressive because those proximity-seeking 

actions are so much related with attachment 

(38:56-39:56, found on pg. 19-20 of your Main 

Session transcript).  
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6. How to Break the Repetitive 

Loop of Trauma 

Pat Ogden, PhD showed us how the body can 

reveal that a client might be stuck in the past, in 

what she referred to as “trauma time.”  Now, 

Bill O’Hanlon, LMFT shares how to help clients 

move forward when they’re stuck after trauma.  

Mr. O’Hanlon:  Most of my clients, when 

they’ve been through a trauma, they’ll have 

some repetitive loop of perception.  

I had a client who was raped in a parking lot and 

her head was pushed down against some 

asphalt, and every time after that, she would 

smell asphalt and get fearful and nauseated. It 

was that little loop of perception that would 

keep going through.  

If you can change perception patterns, you can 

get people out of the grooves of the repetitive 

memory of the trauma, stuck-in-that-moment 

kind of stuff.  

The NLP people have a bunch of techniques for 

this they call submodalities: they have people 

watch the movie of their trauma backwards, or 

change it from color to black and white; or they 

have them imagine that people in it have taken 

helium and have Mickey Mouse voices.  

So, any small change in any of the 

submodalities, especially where you’re frozen – 

if it’s a smell modality, you could smell 

cinnamon instead of asphalt – somehow brings 
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something new. The body has a memory of that; 

if you’ve every smelt cinnamon or something 

like that, or if you’ve ever seen a movie go 

backwards – you can recreate that in some way. 

Evoke some shift in the perception.  

When people remember the trauma, they 

almost always remember the same moment, in 

the same way, from the same angle, or the same 

voice or sound; it’s usually in one of the sensory 

systems.  

If you can “mess around” with that and give 

people that flexibility, and get them 

“ungrooved,” they may be able to move on 

(6:38-8:18,  found on pg. 5-6 of your Next Week 

transcript).  

 

 

7. Two Ways to Help Clients 

Release Muscle Tightness  

After Trauma  

After trauma, some clients may feel a tightness 

in their body.  And this physical symptom can 

trap them in a state of near constant alertness.  

Joan Borysenko, PhD shares two ways to help 

clients release tension that’s held in the body.   

Dr. Borysenko:  The Feldenkrais exercises are a 

remarkable way to learn about the body and to 

deal with tightness.  
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One exercise I learned a long time ago is – let’s 

say, I tend to have tightness right here in one of 

my muscles, in the back of the shoulder there. If 

I sense the other muscle in my mind, which is 

relaxed, I can move that feeling of relaxation 

into the muscle that’s tense.  

Or right now, for example, I’m in the midst of 

physical therapy – I’m four months out from a 

double hip replacement – and I find I’m so 

exquisitely sensitized to where in my body there 

is tightness, because of the physical therapy.  

And from practicing yoga for some 40 years, I 

have also become even more adept than I was 

at noticing the tension and seeing the way that I 

can lengthen and stretch muscles to release it.  

That’s due to physical therapy; a good physical 

therapist can take you a long way (9:27-10:50, 

found on pg. 6-7 of your Next Week transcript).  

 

 

8. Three Ways to Retrain  

Patterns the Body Learns in  

Response to Trauma  

Yoga is one way to change the patterns that the 

body learns in response to trauma.  Here, Bill 

O’Hanlon, LMFT shares 3 more ways to do this. 

Mr. O’Hanlon: Eye movements are a way to get 

the body to respond differently, because, again, 

they’re tied to perception, tied to the body. 
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Posture – Pat Ogden always talks about that, the 

posture – is so important. Again, NLP has that, 

Erickson had that; he would really notice 

people’s posture.  

My preferred mode is hypnosis.  

I was just working with a guy this weekend at a 

conference, and he said, “I didn’t know you 

studied with Milton Erickson.” He had this issue; 

and he said, “Would you do just a little work 

with me?”  

So, we did 15 or 20 minutes. 

He was really good at changing his beliefs and 

making changes in his life, and he said, “This is 

one that’s so deep and ancient, I can’t get to it.”  

I think a lot of trauma is like that; you can try all 

the tricks cognitively that you know, but you just 

can’t get to it. So we did a little hypnosis – 15 

minutes only – and he said he felt something 

shifting deeply inside.  

For me, hypnosis is going back to the field of 

possibilities and potentials. It’s like pluripotent 

psychological cells or something like that – I 

don't know what it is –that could develop into 

new things instead of the same old, same old 

that we have in the aftereffects of trauma. 

So, I use those things: eye movements, 

differences in postures and gestures, and then 

hypnosis. Those are three ways I think can get 

through the body and to that deeply non-
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conscious, non-rational self (13:24-15:12, found 

on pg. 8 of your Next Week transcript).  

 

 

9. Approaches to Ground a Client 

in Their Body  

Along with yoga, qigong, and tai chi, Ruth 

Lanius, MD, PhD and Ron Siegel, PsyD suggest 

these approaches to help break the cycle of 

dissociation and bring clients back into their 

bodies. 

Dr. Lanius:  As we’ve talked about throughout 

this series, our patients cannot activate active 

defensive responses. They’re passive and 

incredibly frightened to engage in these active 

defensive responses. Because in the past, that 

often led to increased violence or increased 

chances of getting hurt.  

So, it’s really teaching them to have a sense in 

their body that they keep themselves safe. Self-

defense can be absolutely critical, and can really 

start to bring some positive emotion online as 

well. 

Sometimes people are too terrified to engage in 

this kind of training – but as soon as my patients 

feel that they’re ready to do so, I always 

encourage some kind of self-defense training.  
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Especially in people who have a lot of out-of-

body experiences and depersonalization 

responses – who are really disconnected from 

their own bodies, who have trouble feeling, who 

are just really, really detached – will tell me, 

“You know, I’m rarely in my body.” 

I work with them to find some activities that 

really cannot be done by being out of your body 

– for example, horseback riding or rock climbing.  

I find that horses, of course, are a great 

attachment resource for a lot of people. But 

once people start riding a horse, they also have 

to be in their body, which is really hard for our 

traumatized clients.  

Learning how to ride and learning how to be in 

your body – especially when you’re working 

with a horse that’s also an attachment resource 

– can be incredibly helpful. 

I also have a police detective who has chronic 

symptoms of depersonalization, and what he 

finds most helpful is rock climbing. Again, if 

you’re rock climbing, you can’t be out of your 

body because you’d fall down.  And he finds it 

helpful to go rock climbing; that really helps him 

to become more aware of his body and to be 

more in his body.  

Dr. Siegel:  The other whole set of approaches – 

which I think are in some ways more risky, so we 

have to be much more careful about keeping 

people within the window of tolerance  – are 

the various what we might call the Reichian 
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approaches. All, based on Wilhelm Reich’s work 

before he moved into the orgone boxes and 

things that were a little more supernatural-

based. He talked a lot about character armor.  

When we’ve experienced hurts that we haven’t 

been able to fully integrate, it’s lodged in the 

musculature in tension in various ways, and 

there are many ways to work with connecting to 

it first and then releasing it.  

There’s bioenergetics, that was developed by Al 

Lowen – which I happen to have a personal 

connection; Al Lowen happened to be my 

father’s first cousin so I could tell you stories 

about “Uncle Al” at some point. 

Nonetheless, he developed an interesting 

Reichian therapy that way. Rolfing, that Ida Rolf 

came up with, is a way of addressing it through 

actually doing deep-muscle massage.  

Again, these things have the potential to take 

people out of their window of tolerance 

because they can be very liberating of a lot of 

feeling, but they also have the potential of 

helping to reconnect people. (16:07-20:32, 

found on pg. 9-10 of your TalkBack transcript).  
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10. Mindfulness Practices That 

Can Be Helpful for Clients Healing 

from Trauma 

As Bessel van der Kolk, MD discussed, people 

who have experienced trauma can sometimes 

have difficulty with meditation and mindfulness.  

Here, Ron Siegel, PsyD shares five mindfulness 

practices that may be helpful for clients who 

have experienced trauma.   

Dr. Siegel: That doesn’t mean you can’t do other 

practices that are grounding practices that have 

a mindfulness component – like walking 

meditation, nature meditation, eating 

meditation, and things that bring us into the 

present with an outer or distal focus.  

But if we’re just going to stay with, “Let’s see 

what comes up in here,” that really is the 

“advanced course.” We have to be careful not to 

move there too quickly.  

Similarly, with lovingkindness and self-

compassion practices, we really have to think 

about the window of tolerance. We don’t want 

to bathe the person in love in a way that’s 

suddenly going to connect them with all of their 

horrors, all of the ways they feel unloved and 

the like.  

So at the same time that we’re focusing on 

certain techniques, we need to be particularly 

judicious about other techniques in which the 
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right context can be very helpful but easily bring 

people out of the window of tolerance (21:15-

22:15, found on pg. 11 of your TalkBack 

transcript).  


